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According to the idea of Yarbus, a narrow retinal ring running along the ora
serrata could be considered as a blind retina having certain specific functions. The
photoreceptors of this ring aren’t designed for formation of local images being
only stimulated by diffuse light scattered inside the eye. Their responses are used
for estimation of average illumination characteristics aimed at general
normalization of the perceived scene. One prediction of this hypothesis is that
selective light stimulation of the blind retina should cause darkening of the
perceived visual images and changes in color. To test the validity of Yarbus’s
hypothesis, we used two methods providing diascleral stimulation of the retina.
The subject had to describe the changes in visibility of the observed visual scene in
the following conditions: (1) he/she fixated the test stimulus positioned 30-40º
temporally or nasally while a small spot of light was projected onto the sclera near
the limbus and moved to the corner of the eye and back; (2) he/she observed a
peripheral part of the visual field left visible after occlusion of the pupil while the
thin light rings of various diameters and brightness were projected onto the sclera
around the iris. By both methods it was possible to find the conditions of
paradoxical darkening of the visual field due to illumination of certain area
presumably covering the blind retina. Stimulation of the adjacent areas produced
quite different effects.
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TEASER
A.Yarbus put forward the hypothesis that a narrow retinal ring at ora serrata is
behaviorally blind and serves for color constancy by estimating average scene
illumination. One of the predictions of this hypothesis – paradoxical darkening of
the visual field due to illumination of blind retina – was supported by our
experiments.

